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FLOWS OF HEAT AND TIME MOVING BOUNDARY 
MIROSLAV DONT, Praha 
(Received November 27, 1981) 
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
Let Rm stand for the m-dimensional Euclidean space (m = 1) and let D cz R
m 
be an open set with a compact boundary B. Given Tl9 T2 e JR
1, Tx < T2, let 
C = Bx <T19T2)9 E = Dx (T19T2). 
In [11] J. Krai has defined a generalized heat flow for heat potentials derived from 
measures concentrated on C. The flow of heat is considered "leaking through C", 
that is, "through" some part of the boundary of E. That definition makes it possible 
to solve the second boundary value problem for the heat equation on E with boundary 
values prescribed on C by means of integral equations under very general conditions. 
As a byproduct an integral representation of the solution of the first boundary value 
problem for the adjoint heat equation is obtained — in the sense of integral equations 
the first and the second boundary value problem for the heat equation are adjoint 
in this case. In [11] the assumption that E is of the form D x (Tl9 T2) is essential. 
The case of time moving boundary is considered in [3], [4], [5] but with the restric­
tion that m = 1 and E is of the form 
E = {[x91] eR
2; te (a9 b)9 x > <p(t)} , 
where (p is a continuous function of bounded variation on an interval <a, b>, or of 
the form 
E = {[x, r] eR2; te (a, b)9 cpx(t) < x < <p2(t)} , 
where <pl9 <p2 are continuous functions of bounded variation on the interval <a, b>, 
(pt(t) < (p2(t) for te(a, fc>. Only the first boundary value problem is considered 
in [3], [4]. In [5] it is shown that in the case of time moving boundary the first and 
second boundary value problems are not adjoint* to each other in the sense of itnegral 
equations but the first boundary value problem and some special type of the third 
boundary value problem are. The assumption m = 1 is essential in [3], [4], [5]. 
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In the present paper the case of time moving boundary in Rm+1, m ^ 1, is consid-
ered. This is made possible essentially by the work [21] of J. Vesely, where a general-
ized heat potential is defined and studied which is just suitable for our purposes and 
corresponds (in an adjoint form) to the flows of heat defined by J. Krai. Using the 
method applied by I. Netuka in [16], [17] in connection with the third boundary 
value problem for the heat equation on a set of the form E = D x (Tl9 T2), we shall 
investigate the third boundary value problem for the heat equation but on a set in 
Rm+1 with time moving boundary (note that the same method is used in [5] in the 
case m = 1 — we shall only show here that this method is applicable also if m > 1). 
The solution is found in the form of a heat potential by means of an integral equation. 
Considering a special type of the third boundary value problem the solution of the 
first boundary value problem for the adjoint heat equation can be obtained by the 
adjoint integral equation. 
Let us introduce some notations we shall use in the following. 
m ^ 1 will be a given integer, Rm+1 = jRm x R1 will be the Euclidean (m + l)-
space. Points in Rm+1 will be usually denoted by [x, t], [€, T] etc., where x = 
= [*i, •-•-*«], f = [Zl9.'..,Zm]eR
m, UreR1. We shall write, for [x,t]eRm+1, 
S>0, 
«(*, t; S) = {[£, T] e Rm+1; \[x, t] - [{, T]| < 6} , 
r(x, t; 6) = BQ(x, t; 5) , Q*(x; d) = {£e Rm; \x - {| < 3} , 
r*(x; S) = dQ*(x; S) , F* = F*(0; 1) 
(the Euclidean norms in Rm and in Km+1 are denoted by the same symbol |...| — 
a misunderstanding is out of question). 
For cce R1 we denote 
Ra = {[x,t]eR
m+1; t < a} ; 
for a, p e R1, a < p we put 
-̂ afl = Rfi — ^a • 
G will stand for the heat kernel in Rm+\ that is, for [x, t] e Rm+x we have G(x, t) = 
= 0 if t = 0 and 
(0.1) G(x, t) = (4nt)-m/2 exp ( - l ^ Y 
for t > 0. Let us note that G defined in this way differs from the kernel used in [11] 
or in [21] by a multiplicative constant. G* stands for the adjoint heat kernel* that is, 
G*(x, t) = G(x, -t), [x, t] e Rm+1. 
By the term measure on Rk we shall always mean a finitej signed Borel measure 
on Rk. If n is a measure on Rk, then }i+, \x~, |ju| = jx+ '+ /i~ stand for the positive, 
negative and total variation of fi, respectively, and ||/i| = |JU| (JR*) denotes the norm 
of it. Support of pi is denoted by spt p,. If K a Rk is a compact set then by a measure 
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on K we mean a measure \i on Rk with spt p. c K. If K c JR* is closed, /x is a measure 
on #*, then \J\K denotes the restriction of p to K, that is, the measure defined by 
|z|K(M) = ^(MnK ) 
for any BorePM c= Rk. 
For a measure p on Rm+l with a compact support define the heat potential U^ by 
(0.2) Ufa t) = f G(x - £, * - T) d/i({, T) 
Jflm+l 
for [x, .4]er+1 for which this integral exists (finite or infinite; if/i is non-negative 
then Up is defined on the whole of Rm+1). Similarly U* stands for the adjoint heat 
potential of p, that is, 
(0.3) . U*(x, t) = f G*(x - 5, ^ - T) djifr T) 
for [x, f] e _Rm+1 fot which integral in (0.3) exists. The potentials UM, U* are infinitely 
differentiable on Km+1 — spt/x; U,. and U* solve the heat and the adjoint heat 
equation, respectively, on.Rw+1 -- spt /i, that is 
m m 
I sju, - d m + ^ = o, x dju* + dm+1u; = o 
1=1 1=1 
on Rm+1 — spt ^ (3j denotes the derivative with respect to the j-th variable). 
Let us state now an assertion and a simple consequence concerning the continuity 
of the heat and adjoint heat potentials which will be useful in the following (see, for 
instance, [12], [13], [15]). 
0.1. Theorem. Let p. be a non-negative measure on Rm+1 with compact support. 
If 9 4= K cz Rm+1 is compact then the restriction U^ of U^ to K is finite and con-
tinuous on K if and only if 
(0.4) lim (supi n(A(*, t; c))dc; [x, t] e K i J = 0 , 
where (for [x, t] e Rm+1, c > 0) 
A** v>c) = { [ & T ] e *m+1; G(x - Z> x~ T) > c ) • 
Similarly, the restriction of U* to K is continuous on K if and only if 
(0.5) lim (sup | f *V(A*(x, t; c)) dc; [x, t] e KX\ = 0, 
where 
A*(x, t; c) = {[£, T] e Rm+i; G*(x - {, t - r) > c} . 
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0.2. Corollary. Let fi be a non-negative measure on Rm+1 with compact support 
and suppose that U^\K (U*\K) is continuous on a compact K c: R
m+1. If v is a non-
negative measure, v ^ n (that is, v(M) _̂  n(M) for any Borel M c Rm+1) then 
UV\K (U*\K, respectively) is continuous on K, too. Particularly, if D <=. R
m+1 is 
closed then U^^ (U*\D\K) is continuous on K. 
In what follows let a, beR1 be fixed numbers, a < b. Further, fix an open set 
E c Rab. We shall denote 
(0.6) B = dE n Rab 
and we shall always suppose that B 4= 0, B is compact. 
^ = ^(B) will stand for the set of all continuous functions on B, 0$ = &(B) for 
the set of all bounded Baire functions on B and &' = @'(B) for the set of all (finite, 
signed, Borel) measures on B. Further, denote 
(0.7) B0 = BnRb, <%0 = S0(B) = {fe@; f(x, t) = 0V[x, t] eB - B0} , 
V0 = V0(B) = V(B) n S0(B) , ^o = «i(-5) = {» ejg'; |ji| (B - B0) = 0} . 
(€.and ^ 0 endowed with the supremum norm (which we shall denote by ||...||) as 
well as 0&' and ^ 0 with the norm ||...|| are Banach spaces. 
By 2f = @(Rm+1) we denote the set of all infinitely differentiable functions with 
compact support in JRm+1. Further, for [x, t] e Rm+1, a e JR1, we shall denote 
3(x91) = {cpe @\ [x, t] $ spt q>} , @a = {<p e ®\ spt q> a Ra} , 
@a(x, f) = 0 . n @(x, t) . 
In what follows we shall also use the notation V, V, where 
V = [dl9...9dm9dm+1]9 $ == [3 lf . . . , 5 J . 
For a given measure \i e @'(B) let us define a functional (a distribution) H^ on Q)b by 
(0.8) (q>, HM> = - f f { t ^ ( x , 0 fy>(x, 0 - U,(x, t) dm+1cp(x, t)} dx dt, 
q> e 2b. In virtue of the estimates (a, P e R
1, a < /?) 
(0.9) ^ \djG(x9t)\dxdt£-l-J(p-*)9 l = j ^ m , 
JJR«P \ln 
(0A0) ff G(x,t)dxdt = j 8 - a " 
JJ/foc/J 
the integral in (0.8) always exists and is finite so that we can define a functional H^ 
by (0.8) indeed. 
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For k *> 0 let Jfk stand for the fc-dimensional Hausdorff measure; in the case 
k = 0 we mean by Jfk the counting measure. 
For t e (a, b) let us write, for a while, 
E(t) = {xeRM; [x, t] eE) 
and suppose that E has a smooth boundary (in Km+1) and that for any te(a, b) 
either E(t) = 0 or E(t) = jRm or E(t) has a smooth boundary (in Rm). Further, suppose 
that the potential UM and its first derivatives can be extended continuously from E 
to E. Let <pe@b and let Fl5 F2 be defined on E by 
Fi = Fi(*> 0 = [<P W , •. -, (P 8mU^ , F2 = F2(x, t) = [0,..., cpU^ , 
where [<p(x, t) o\UM(x, f), •. -, <K*, 0 5wUM(x, t)] e R
m, while [0,..., cp(x, t) UJ(x91)] e 
eRm+1. Further, let N = [Nt, ...,Nm,Nr] stand for the exterior normal of E and 
n = [nl9..., nm] for the exterior normal of E(t) (for a given t e(a, b), provided 
E(t) # 0, £(*) * #w). We see that 
m 
^ F l = Z ^ ^ 51<P - Ufi 8m+l<P + (Up dm+1(p + <p 3m+1UJ . 
1=1 
Since cpeSib and Ujjc, t) = 0 for t ^ a, we obtain 
(0.11) <(?, H„> = - [ [ ^Fx dx At + [ [ VF2 dx df = 
= "  f ( [ ^Fl d x ) dr + [[ VIF=2 dx dt = 
Ja\jE(t) / JjE m <P £ W,"j d^m.\ d. + [ cpN.Ut dtfm . dE(t) I=1 / JB 
Consequently, H^ can be regarded as a weak characterization of a combination of 
the normal derivative of U^ "in the x-direction" and a certain multiple of U^ on B 
(on B we do not consider directly the values of U^ but "boundary limits of U^ from 
within £"!). 
If E is of the form E = D x (a, b) (D c Rm open) the functional HM is a weak 
characterization of the normal derivative of U^ and HM is termed the heat flow 
then — compare [11]. For the expression of H^ in the case m = 1 see also [5]. 
For [{, T]e.Rm+1 let 8ix stand for the Dirac measure (on R
m+1) concentrated 
at [<!;, T]. Take notice of the fact, which follows from the Fubini theorem, that 
(0.12) <<?,#„> = 
= - [ ( [ [ { tffii* - & ' - * ) aA*> 0 -. G(* - & ' - * ) 5m+i<K*> 0 }
d * d A • 
. dfa T) = [ <<p, Hd^ djifr T) . 
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We see that it will be useful to investigate the behaviour of Hdtlx ([£, T] e B). This is 
one of the reasons for considering the operator \V defined in this way: for cp e 3)b, 
[{,T]eK"+1 , put 
(0.13) ffiK«,T) = 
= - [ [ { £ 8JG(X -e,t-z) dj(p(x, t) - G(x - {, t - T) 5W+1(?>(X, *)} dx df. 
Suppose, for a while, that (p e £^(£, T) and employ the change of variables 1 = - 1 
in the integral in (0.13). At the same time denote f = — T, q>(x, 1) = cp(x, — ?) and 
F_ = {[x,f]; [x , - f ] e JE} . 
Then we have 
(0.14) % ( ? , T ) = 
= - [ [ { I a A « - *>*-05><K*> - ? ) + G(t- *, * - * ) ^ ^ 1 d x d ? = 
= (47 i ) -^ 2 T<p({, f) , 
where Tis the operator defined in [21] and considered here for £_. In [21] T<p(£, f) 
is defined for each cp e £#(£, f). Considering now only <p e 3)b(t, T) then, in fact, we 
ignore the part of dE where t = b. If we consider only \£, x\eRm+1 for which T _• a 
then, by the definition of the kernel G, the part of d£, where t = a, is ignored. We 
see that in this case the condition (A) from [21], that is, the compactness of dE, can 
be replaced by the condition that B defined by (0.6) is compact. With respect to the 
relation (0.14) between W and T we may transfer to our situation many assertions 
from [21] only after a slight modification without detailed proofs. 
1. PARABOLIC VARIATION AND OPERATORS W, W, W, H 
As in the introduction, let E c Rab be a fixed open set such that B defined by (0.6) 
is compact and B 4= 0. This section is devoted to the investigation of basic properties 
of operators W, W, H and concepts which are necessary in this connection. Assertions 
stated here are, for greater part, essentialy known, but they were stated either for the 
case of cylindrical sets in Rm+1 ([11]) or for the case m = 1 ([3], [4], [5]) or in an 
adjoint form ([21]). For our purposes it will be possibly useful to give here a survey 
of some assertions concerning W, W, H and related concepts (and their definitions). 
One of the questions concerning the operator W is the following: Given [£, T] e 
e jRm+1. Under which conditions can ffi<p(t;, T), as a functional on Q)b, be represented 
by a measure? That is, under which conditions is there a measure jx^tt on £
m + 1 such 
that r 
% ( £ , T ) = \<p(x, t) dfisJx, t) 
for any cp e Sib1 
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First let us show another form of expression of Wcp(t;, T). For this purpose we intro-
duce the following notation. For a given [£, T] G Rm+1 let SitX be a mapping from 
(0, oo) x (0, oo) x P* (r* is the boundary of the unit ball in IT) into Rm+ * defined by 
(1.1) * SitX(Q,rj,0*) = [z + Qe*9 T + ^ 1 
(Q > 0, rj > 0, 0* G F*). For a given [£, T] G Rm+1, rj > 0, 0* G F*, denote 
£(rj,6*) = {Q>0\ SitX(Q,rj,6*)eE}. 
1.1. Lemma. For any [£, T] G Km+1, cp e ^ , we have 
(1.2) Jfy>(£, t) = in-""2 I d^m_ .((9*) f Y V
/ 2 _ * f j - ?&..(<?» >7, 0*)) dg . 
J r * J o J £(if.<9*> ^ 
Proof of this lemma is quite analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.2 from [21] and 
we omit it. 
Let us introduce the following notations. For [{, T] G Km+1, rj > 0, 0* G F*, let 
(1.3) H»'M = |T{ + e0*, r + ^ 1 ; e > o l . 
A point [x, r] G H**T(,,) is called a hit of H
e
ix(rj) on F if for any r > 0 
(1.4) ^i(H?*tW n G(*> ^ ) n £ ) > 0 
and at the same time 
(1.5) ^i((H6M n Q(x, r; r)) - F) > 0 . 
For a given r > 0 (r is allowed to be +oo) nitX(6*, rj\ r) will stand for the number 
(finite or infinite) of hits of Heix(rj) on E which are contained in the set 
[0*(£; r) x (T, T + r)] n Kd . 
Note that in the case r = + oo nix(9*, rj\ r) is the number of all hits [x, t] of Hj*T(//) 
on £ for which t =f= b. In any case all hits of Heix(rj) on K lie on the boundary of E. 
Thus in the case T ^ a, nix(9*, rj\ oo) is the number of all hits [x, t] of H
e
ix(rj) on E 
for which [x, f ]e .5n Rb. 
The following assertion is fundamental for our purposes. 
1.2. Lemma. Given [£, T] Gi*m+1, r > 0. The function nix(0*,rj\r) is a mea-
surable function of the variables (0*, rj) on F* x (0, co)with respect to J^?m_i ® 3^CV 
If we denote 
(1.6) tr(£, T) = J d*\,_.(0*) p e - V 2 - 1 iU^ 11 r) dr,, 
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(1.7) & = {cpe 9fa x); \q>\ ^ 1, spt q> c= [£}•({; r) x (T, T + i)]} 
then 
(1.8) sup { Wp(c;, T); <?> 6 0 1 } = \n~ml2 v% t) . 
P roof of this assertion is quite analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.3 from [21] 
and we omit it, too. 
1.3. Note. Further we shall also write v(<J, T) instead of £°°(£, T). The value £(£, T) 
is termed the adjoint parabolic variation of E at [£, T] . AS we have already noted, 
if T ^ a then n^z(0*, r\\ oo) is the number of hits [x, t] of H**T(>/) on E for which 
[x, {]G B n Rb since in this case all hits of Hl*z(rj) on E lie on 3F — Ra. This is not 
valid if T < a since then it may happen that there is a hit of H^*t(?/) on E which lies 
in dRa — B. In the sequel we shall deal with functions on B and with points in B 
which are hits but not with hits outside B. For this reason we shall restrict, in many 
cases, our considerations only to the case T ^ a. For example the definition of Wf 
(see below) is this case. 
1.4. Given [£, T] eKm + 1 , r ^ a, suppose v(£, T) < oo. Then 
(1.9) n^(9*, f/; co) < co 
for almost all (9*,r])er* x (0, oo) (with respect to Jfm^t ® ^x). For (0*, t}) e 
e r* x (0, oo) satisfying (1.9) and for Q > 0 put 
^ft(e*,i»,c) = ff (== ± i ) 
provided there is a 8 > 0 such that 
*-({["*+ (* + * " ) * * . T + (g + < r M ) 2 l ; t.e(0,<5)lniA = 0, 
* i ( { [ * + (<? - ™)0*»T + ( g ~ g"H; «e(0,«5)l-£Uo. 
Further we put (provided (1.9) is still fuifilled) 
s^(0*,t,,0)= -1 
if there is a 5 > 0 such that 
j f i ( jp + «fl*, T + ^ 1 ; « 6(o,a)l - E) = 0. 
In all the other cases (for 6* e r*, tj > 0, Q >. 0) define 
s^O*.«!,«)-"0 . 
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Letfe J>(£). For (0*, rfjeT* x (0, oo) we define ([£, T] is still the given point for 
which T ^ a and £(£, T) < oo) 
(1.10) ^ z*/(e*, n) = IfU + ee*, T + £ ) siiX(9*,,, e ) , 
where the sum on the right hand side extends over all g > 0 for which s^t(0*, t], Q) #= 
* 0 and 
(if there is no such Q we put lfx (6*, >?) = 0). For (pe@b put further 
(l.u) &* (e*, -.) = i? (e*, n) + <p(t, x) s,,t(e*, n, o). 
It is directly seen from Lemma 1.1 that the following assertion holds. 
1.5. Lemma. Let [£, T] e Rm+l, i ^ a, and suppose that 
v(£, T) < oo . 
Then for every cp e Q)b, 
(1.12) %(£, T) = \n~m^ f dJrm-t(0*) f °°e- V
/ 2 _ 1 &A0*, rj) drj. 
J r* Jo 
1.6. Lemma 1.5 particularly implies that T^x is a measurable function with respect 
to the measure ^>m-1 ® ^x on F* x (0, oo). In the case (p e 3lb(^, T) the function 
I^x is measurable as well. Since Z*/x does not depend on the values of f(fe &(B)) on 
B n (dRb u {[£, T]}) 
one can obtain by passing to the limit that Z*/x is measurable with respect to Jfm-1 ® 
® 2tfx on F* x (0, oo) for any fe 31(B). Hence s$,T(0*, *7, 0) is a measurable function 
of variables (0*, rj) with respect to Jt?m-i ® «^i on F* x (0, oo) (this is seen in the 
case a g T < b; but if T ^ b then s^t(
m
9 ', 0) = 0). 
It is seen from the definition of lj,x and of n^x that for f e^(B) with | f\ ^ fc on B 
the inequality 
(1.13) \l¥(6*, tj)\ g fc^,t(0*, * co) 
is valid. (1.13) makes it possible to define an operator Win the following way. Let 
[£, T] e Rm+19 r 7> a and suppose v(£, T) < co. Forfe Ĵ (.B) we then define 
(1.14) FVf(£, T) = in-"'2 f d*V1(0*) f Y V " 2 " l -Sj'T(0*. *) d* • 
From (1.14), (1.13) and (1.6) it follows immediately that 
(1.15) \Wf(i,x)\^kin^2v(^x) 
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provided fe&(B)9 |f| ^ k on B. Accosding to (1.15) it follows from Lemma 1.2 
that 
(1.16) sup{W(e,*),fe*s \\f\\ = 1} = 
= sup {Wf(£9 T); fe V09 \\f\\ <: 1} = in^
2 v(£91) . 
As we have noted, if [£, T] G Rm+1, T = a and v(£9 T) < co, the function s$,t(
-, *, 0) 
is measurable on F* x (0, co) with respect to Jfm-i ® Jft. In this case we define 
a value P£(^, T), which we call the parabolic density of E9 by 
(1.17) P£(d;, T) = -in-"*
2 f djem-t{e*) r^rr
/2'lsitt(0*9fi9O)dti. 
J r* Jo 
It is easy to see that 0 g P£(£, T) <; 1 and from (1.14), (1.12) and (1.11) we obtain 
the following relation between JVand JV: 
(1.18) Wq>(^9 T) = Wq>[$9 T) - p(£, T) i
5 ^ , T) , (<p e Sb) . 
Let us now find another expression of Wcp and show some properties of the adjoint 
parabolic variation v. 
Since B is supposed to be compact there is a finite a' > 0 such that 
(1.19) B c fl*(0; a') x R1 . 
Fjx this a' and denote 
(1.20) Ea, = E n [fl*(0; a') x i ?
1 ] . 
Recall that the perimeter &>(M) of an open (or Borel) set M c Rm+ l is defined by 
(1.21) 0>(M) = sup j f j Vw(>-,f)cLxdf; w = [w l 5 . . . , w m + 1 ] , w , 6 ® , |w| = i t . 
One can prove the following assertion in a way quite similar to the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.3 from [21]. 
1.7. Proposition. Let the points \xi9 f j eR
m+1
9 i = 1, 2 , . . . , m 4- 2, be in general 
position (that is9 not situated on a single hyperplane) and suppose that 
v(xi9 tf) < co , i = 1, 2 , . . . , m 4- 2 . 
Then any /? > max {i^; i = 1, 2 , . . . , m 4- 2} satisfies 
&>(Ea, - Rp)<co 
(where (1.19) is valid for a' and £a , is defined by (1.20)). 
1.8. We shall be concerned, in the sequel, only with the case the adjoint parabolic 
variation v is finite — everywhere or on a "sufficiently large set". This "sufficiently 
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large set" will be Rab or Rab. If v is finite on Rab (or Rab) then &(Ea> - Rfi) < co for 
any /? > a (Ea> is defined by (1.20)). Note that it may happen that v is finite on Rab 
but &(Ej) = +oo. In what follows we shall be concerned with the case when the 
adjoint parabolip variation v is even bounded on Rab. The author does not know 
if in that case &(Ea) < oo or if it may happen that v is bounded on Rab but @*(Ea) = 
= +oo. 
Henceforth we shall usually suppose that there is a' > 0 for which (1.19) is valid, 
such that 
(1.22) 0>(Ea) < oo 
holds (where Ea> is defined by (1.20)). 
Note that quite analogously to the proof of Proposition 2.1 from [21] it can be 
shown that under the condition (1.22) we have 
v(£9 T) < oo 
for any [£, T] e Rm+1, [{, T] $ B. Thus we see that in this case Wf is defined for any 
fe ® at least on Rm+1 - (Ra u B). 
Recall now some facts concerning sets with finite perimeter that we shall need in 
the following (for further information on sets with finite perimeter see, for example, 
[ l ] , [2], [7]). A vector 9 e F = F(0, 0; 1) is called the exterior normal of a set A c 
c Rm+1 at a point [x, t] e Rm+1 in the sense of Federer provided the symmetric 
difference of A and the half space 
M = {[£, T] e Rm+1; ([£, T] - [x, t]) 9 < 0} 
has the (m + l)-dimensional density 0 at [x, t], that is, 
l i m •*»+ i(Q(*, t; r) n [(A - M) u (M - A)]) = Q 
r-o+ ^m+1(Q(x,t;r)) 
In what follows we shall write N = [N1? . . . ,Nm ,N f] = N(x, t) = N^(x, t) = 0 if 
there is an exterior normal 9 e F at [x, f]; in the opposite case we define N = N(x, t) 
to be the zero vector. It is known that if&(A) < oo then 
Sfm({[x, t] e R
m+1; NA(x, t) * 0}) < oo . 
Note that in any case 
{[x, t] e Rm+1; NA(x, t) + 0} c dA . 
Further, if 0(A) < oo &nd if w is an (m + l)-dimensional vector function, w = 
= [w l 5 . . . , w m + 1 ] , Wje 3) (j = 1,2,..., m + 1), then the Gauss-Green formula 




Let us return to our set £. It is easily seen that if (1.22) is valid for some a' with 
(1.19) then (1.22) is fulfilled for any a' > 0 for which (1.19) holds. Suppose (1.22) is 
fulfilled and let w = [wl9..., wm+1] be a vector function such that Wje@ (j = 
= 1, 2, ..., m -f 1) and w(x, t) = 0 whenever either t = a or t = b. Denoting 
JV = JV£ and 
(1.23) B = {[x,i]eB; N(x, t) * 0} 
we see that Jf m(B) < oo and 
(1.24) {^ Vw(x, t) dx dt = f w(x, t) N(x, t) dtfm(x, t) = 
= j w(x, t)N(x, t)dJfm(x, r). 
In the rest of the paper N = N(x, t) = [Nl5 ...,Nm,NJ will always stand for the 
exterior normal of E in the sense of Federer. 
Now let [Z, T] e Rm+1, T ̂  a, <p e @b(Z, T) and suppose v(Z, T) < oo. Then it is 
seen from (1.18) and the definition of IV that 
(1.25) Wcp(Z, T) = ft<p(Z, T) = 
= - J j { Z dMx -Z>t-T) dj(p(x, t) - G(x - {, t - T) dm+l(p(x, t)} dx dt 
(note that one could define Wcp(Z, T) by (1.25) for cp e @b(Z, T) without the asumption 
v(Z, T) < oo — cf. the definition ot Tin [21] — but we shall not need it). Denoting 
F(x, t) = [~<p(x, t) d,G(x - £, t - x), ..., -<p(x, r) 3mG(x — €, r — T), 
<p(x, 0 G(x - £, f - T)] , 
we have, with respect to the assumption (p e 3>b(Z, T), T ^ a, 
(1.26) FP<p(£, T) = ^ VF(x, r) dx dt = f FN d^ m = 
= f V(JC, t) {NtG(x - Z, t - T) - J Ny d;G(x - & * - T)} dJf m(x, 0 . 
JB 1=i 
Let {fn} be a sequence offne&$, \fn\ ^ k, which is pointwise convergent to a n / 
on 5. Then it follows directly from the definition of W (since v(Z, T) < oo) that 
Wfn(Z, T) -> Tr/(^, T) (n -» oo). As we have noted, under the assumption (1.22) we 
have $fm(B) < oo and thus the same assertion on the passage to the limit is valid 
for the integrals on the right hand side of (1.26) (in this direct way we obtain it in the 
case [Z, T] $ B; in the case [Z, x]eB (v(Z, T) < oo) we use the result of Lemma 1.2). 
Taking into account that the value Wf(Z, T) does not depend on the values of / at 
[Z, T] e B with T = b and if [<!;, T] e B the value Wf(Z, T) is independent of f(Z, x) 
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(which follows directly from the definition of W), we conclude that for any f e @(B), 
[£, T] e Rm+1, T ̂  a (assuming v(£, T) < oo) we have 
(1.27) Wf(£, T) __ 
/• m 
= / ( * , 0 {NtG(x _ £ * - T) - £ JV, djG(x - t , t - T)} d^m(x, t) 
J Bo >»-
(_90 is defined by (0.7)). According to the fact that ^m(S) < oo one can deduce from 
the expression (1.27) of JJfthat Wfas a function of the variables [£, T] is an adjoint 
parabolic function (i.e. one solving the adjoint heat equation) on Rm+1 — (Ra u B) 
(if we regarded (1.27) as a definition of Wf then Wf would be adjoint parabolic 
even o n r + 1 - B). 
Note that analogously to Lemma 3.2 from [21] it can be proved that the adjoint 
parabolic variation v as a function of variables [£, T] is lower semicontinuous on 
Rm + i _ ^ ^ t j s s e e n from t j - e e X p r e s s i o n Gf Wcp(£, T) for cp e ^b(^, T) that Wq> is 
continuous at [£, T] also if [£, T] e B). 
The following assertion follows easily from Lemma 1.2 and from (1.25), (1.27). 
1.9. Proposition. Let [<!;, T] e Rm+X, T ^ a. Then the functional W. ({, T) is repre-
sented by a measure vixe&'(B), that is, 
(1.28) Wf(Z,x)= ! fdv,tX 
for each fe 28(B), if and only if the condition 
(1.29) v(£, T) < oo 
is fulfilled. If (1.29) holds then the measure V^XE^'(B) is uniquely determined 
and even v$>t e _#0(JE?). If, in addition, (1.22) holds then for any Borel set M (M c 
c Rm+1 or M a B) 
/» m 
(1.30) VijM) - {N,G(x _ { , , _ - ) _ £ # , 5,G(x _ {, t - T)} d j f _(x, t) = 
J_onM /=1 
= *__(«. *) = ^"m/2 f dJf._,(.*) f V V / 2 _ 1 -_i(0*. if) di,, 
w/ierc / M is fhe characteristic function of M. Further, for r > 0, 
(1.31) i7rm / 2e'(£, t) = |v.>t| („*( | ; r) x (T, T + r)) = 
= f |N,G(x - Z, t - t) - f AT, 5,G(x - { , . - T)| dJf_(„, <). 
J_on[0'(4»x(t,t+r)] . J'1 
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1.10. Proposition. 
(A) If [£, T] e Rm+19 T = a9 v(£,9 T) < oo, I c £
m + 1 /s an interval, then 
(1.32) | v ^ n I ) | = l . 
(B)If 
(1.33) V* = sup{v(c;,T); [£,T]eI?} 
then for any [£, T] e Rm+19 % = a, 
(1.34) g({, T) = VB + 2;i
m/2 . 
Proof. (A) can be proved in the same way as Lemma 3.4 in [21]. 
Suppose Ve < oo (there is nothing to prove in the other case). Then for any 
p > a 
»%. n Rp) < oo , 
where a' > 0 is such that (1.19) holds, Ea, is defined by (1.20) (as we have already 
noted, it is not known to the author if under the condition VB < oo the condition 
(1.22) is fulfilled). Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.5 from [21] we can 
show that (1.34) holds on any set of the form Km + 1 - R09 where P > a, that is, 
(1.34) holds on Km+1 — Ra. Now it suffices to note that v is lower semicontinuous. 
1.11. Further we shall investigate the boundary behaviour of the potential Wf* 
First let us take notice of some simple facts. We shall use, for a while, the following 
denotation. For [£, T] e Rb9 <pe <%(£,, T) let us define 
(1.35) bWcp(i9 T) = 
= - f J {$G(x - i9 t - T) $<p(x91) - G(x - & * - T) dm+1<p(x91)} dx dt. 
Simple calculation yields 
(1.36) bWcp(S9 T) = IT cp(x9 b) G(x - £, b - T) dx . 
It is seen (as in Lemma 1.1) that for [£, T] eRb9 cpe <3(£9 T) we have 
(1.37) bW<p({9 T) = 
=-= in-m>2 f dX^iP) r^n^-'dn [ ~-cp(S^^^))dQ 9 
Jr» Jo Jj!,,(if,«») OQ 
where Six is defined by (1.1) and 
RJil, 0*) = {Q> 0; S^Q, n, 6*) e Rb} = (0,2 v w * - *)]) • 
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For a bounded Baire function / on dRb and for [£, T] e Rb, (6*, rj)e F* x (0, oo) 
let us denote 
fU8*>i)=f(t + e8*. T + j)' 
where Q = 2 ^/[^(^ "~ T)]> that is, 
/«.r(fl*, l) = / ( < , + - V[^(& - T)] 0*, fc) . 
For [£, T] e Rb, cpe $)(£, T), we get immediately by (1.37) that 
(1.38) bWq>(t9 T) = &-
mll\ dJf«-!(»*) T e - V ^ 2 " 1 <^>*, f|) dif. 
Now we may define bWffox any bounded Baire function/on dRb by 
(1.39) bWf(S, T) = in-"'
2 f d ^ . ^ O * ) P e " V ' 2 " 1 / ^ * , 9) ̂  . 
By passing to the limits in (1.38) as well as in (1.36) we obtain that for any bounded 
Baire function / on dRb, 
(1.40) hWf(i, T) = f f(x, b) G(x - Z, b - T) dx 
J Rm 
(and that, in fact, the function/^ in (1-39) is measurable with respect to Jf m_ x ® Jf x 
on r* x (0, oo) and the definition of bWf by (1.39) is correct). Thus we find that bWf 
is the adjoint Weierstrass integral. Many facts concerning the (adjoint) Weierstrass 
integral are known. We shall need only one of them — the fact that ftPr/as a function 
on Rb is continuous there. 
Let fx stand for the function from @(B) with fx = 1 on B and let g be a function 
on dRb such that g(x, b) = 1 if [x, b] e (dE — B) n dRb and g(x, b) = 0 elsewhere 
on <LR6. Consider now the sum Wfx + bJVg. For [£, T] 6 Rb, T ^ a, we have, provided 
£(<!;, T) < oo, 
(1.41) Wfx(i, T) + bWg(£, T) = 
= i;r-^2 f d*. .^*) fY* ^-'{-^(fl*. *) + 9*.HP*' *)} df • 
J r* Jo 
Let [£, T] e Rb, x ^ a and suppose %T(0*, .»/; oo) < oo. It is easy to see that if 
[£, T] 6 E then 
*fr(0*.*) + *«.#*.*) = 1 
.and if [£, T] £ -E then 
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Hence it follows that for [t, T] £ £, T ̂  a (provided v(t, T) < oo) 
(1.42) Wf1(t9r) + bWg(t,r)^0 
and for [t9 T] G E9 
(1.43) Wh(t, T) + 0Wg(t9 T) = in-
m/2 f d^.^f l*) [ V ' i f ' 2 - 1 dff = 1 . 
J r* Jo 
Now let [£, T] G B, T < b9 v(t9 T) < oo. One can easily verify that if «$,t(0*, r\\ oo) < 
< oo then 
&/M*, i) + 9UQ*> n) = -s(e*, r,, o) 
(s(9*9 //, 0) is defined in Subsection 1.4). Hence, for such [t, T] we get 
(1.44) Wfx(t, T) + hWg(t, T) = P£(£> T) . 
According to (1.44) and (1-43) we have, for [t0, T0] G B, T0 < b, 
(1.45) lim {Wfx(t, T) + bWg(t9 %)} = 
[«,T]"->Ko,To] 
K,T]e£ 
= (Wh(t» T0) + 6*Vg(£0, T0)) + (1 - ^ T)) 
and, since bWg is continuous on Rb9 
(1.46) lim Wf^, T) - Wh(t0, T0) + (1 - P£(^0, T0j) . 
U,t]-[c;o,t0] 
[$,t]e£ 
In a similar way we obtain, using (1.42) and supposing, in addition, [t0, T0] G 
e(Rm+1 - E), 
(1.47) lim Wf^, T) -= HJT^o, T0) - PE(t0, T0) . 
K,T]-»KO,TO] 
l^,x^E,a^z<b 
Now we are in position to prove the following assertion. 
1.12. Proposition. Suppose that the condition (1.22) is fulfilled and that 
(1.48) d(Rm+1 - E)z> B. 
Then there are finite limits 
(1.49) lim Wf(t9x)9 lim Wf(t,r) 
[$,T]-[$0,T0] tf,t]->tfo,To] 
[£,t]e£ lt>*#E,a£x<b 
for every f e <$0(B), [to, T0] G B, if and only if 
(1.50) ?B = sup {v(t, T); [t, T] G £} < oo . 
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/ / the condition (1.50) is fulfilled then for any [£0, T 0 ] G B and any fe@(B) which is 
continuous at [£0, T 0 ] andf(£0, T0) = 0 in the case T0 = b we obtain 
(1.51) lim Wf(Z, T) = Wf(£0, T0) + f(U To) (1 - PE(U T0)) , 
K.t]«*Ko,to] 
K.t]eE 
(1.52) lim Wf(Z, T) = PV/(£0, T0) - f(Z*, T0) P£(£0, T0) . 
K . t ] - K o . t 0 ] 
[£,T]*E,a<:T<& 
Proof. According to the Banach-Steinhaus theorem the condition (1.50) follows 
from the existence of finite limits (1.49) (also in virtue of the lower semicontinuity 
of vonRm+1 - JRfl). 
With respect to the linearity of JVand to (1.46), (1.47) it suffices to show that 
if VB < co, [£0, T 0 ] e B,fe&(B), / (£ 0 , T0) = 0 and / is continuous at [£0, T 0 ] then 
there is a limit 
lim Wf(i, T) = Wf(£0, T0) • 
K.t]-Ko,to] 
However, this can be proved in a way quite similar to the proof of Theorem 3.10 
in [21] (that is, by a decomposition of/ into a sum /„ + gn, where /„ is a function 
which vanishes on a neighbourhood of [f0, T 0 ] and ||gff|| g 1/n). 
1.13. Now we are in position to state some properties of the operator H and to 
define an operator Wwhich, as we shall see, is adjoint to H. 
For \ieffi(B) the functional H^ is defined on 3b by (0.11). According to the fact 
that for [£, T] G B, <p e 3b(£, T) 
(1.53) (q>, J f ,^> = Mp(i, T) 
it is easy to show by Lemma 1.2 that H8f t can be represented by a measure in R
m+i 
if and only if 
(1.54) v(£, T) < co . 
Suppose now that (1.54) is fulfilled and regard Hdfx as a measure. This measure is 
uniquely determined by the condition 
\"sJ(Rm+1-Rb) = 0. 
It is easy to see (suppose still [<!;, T] G B) that the support of Hd is contained in B 
and, by the preceding, 
\HsJ(BndRb) = 0. 
Thus we see that for [£, T] G B the functional Hdf t can be identified with a unique 
measure from @'Q(B) provided (1.54) is fulfilled. Furthermore, it is evident that if 
T == b then Hdfx is the zero measure. If (1.54) holds then for <p e 3b 
% ( £ , T) =- Wp({, T) - <p(t, T) PE(Z, T) 
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(see (1.18)) and W. (£, T) is also a measure (see Proposition 1.9), W. (£, T) does not 
charge [<!;, T] and the norm of W. (£, T) is equal to in~m/2v(i, T). This together with 
(1.53) gives 
(1-55) ||H, J = \n-ml2 v(i, T) + PE({, T) . 
We also know that for \x e @'(B), <pe9b (see (0A2)), 
<<*>,"„> = Í <9,H3iJdn{l;,T), 
By means of this equality (and of the preceding one) one can prove the following 
assertion. Its proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.11 in [11] and we omit it. 
1.14. Proposition. H^ can be represented by a measure for every p e@t'(B) if and 
only if 
(1.56) VB = sup {g(§, T); [£, T] e B] < co . 
If (1.56) is fulfilled then that measure is uniquely determined by the condition 
(1.57) \H,\(Rm+1 -Rb) = 0 
and then H^ e @'0(B). H regarded as an operator on @'0 (H : p i-> H^, H : 90 -+ $l0) 
is then a bounded operator and 
(1.58) IIHI = sup {in~m/2 v(Z, t) + PE({, T); [& t ] e B) . 
Note. In the last proposition H is regarded as an operator on &'0 (provided (1.56) 
holds) while HM is defined for any pe$'. But it is easily seen that if p e $' is such 
that \p\ (B n Rb) = 0 then HM = 0 and the restriction of H from &' to @'0 is natural. 
Note also that for any £ e Rm we have v(£, b) = 0 and PE(£, b) = 0 and thus the 
supremum in (1.58) can be considered as the same supremum but taken over B0. 
1.15. Let us now suppose that the conditions (1.22) and (1.56) are fulfilled and that 
also the condition (1.48) is fulfilled. Then for [£, T] e B,fe@(B) 
(1.59) < / Hu,T> = Wf(t9 T) - / (£ , T) PE(L T) 
(as H^e^Q for any pe$' under the condition VB < oo, </, HM> is then defined 
for e a c h / e $t(B)). Keeping the notation of Proposition 1.9 we have 
Wf(Z,x)= f / d v < i t 
and the equality (1.59) can be written in the form 
0-60) H^ = v , , - P £ ( ^ , T ) ^ t . 
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Define now an operator W on 04(B) by 
(1.61) Wf(t, T) = Wf(t, T) - f(L T) I5^, T) . 
Note, first, that for / e J 0 , / i e J^we have 
(1.62) < / H„> = f </, ff^> d/i(«, T) = <Wf n> , 
that is, the operator H and Ware ajoint to each other. Further, i f / e ^0(B) then by 
the above 
(1.63) Wf {$,%)= lim Wf(x,t). 
[X,f]-->[£,T] 
[x,f |£l i .a^t<6 
Hence it follows, among others, that for any / e ^0(B) also Wf e %>0(B). W can be 
regarded then either as an operator on &0 (W:&0-+ @0) or as an operator on # 0 
(W: <̂ 0 -> ^ 0 ) . Consider the equations 
(1-64) #„ = v, 
(1.65) Wf=g. 
In (1.64), v e ^ 0 is a given measure and the measure fi is unknown and assumed to 
belong also to J^0. If the equation (1.64) has a solution \Le$'0 then the heat potential 
UM considered on E can be regarded as a solution of the third boundary value problem 
on E with the boundary condition of the form 




( I "1 W d-*Vi(x) dr + N,U,, d«Tm(x, *) = dv(x, r)) 
I=i 
prescribed on B — see (0.11) in the introduction. This boundary characterization is, 
of course, weak. 
In (1.65) ge^0(B) will be given and /e^ 0 (B ) unknown. The equations (1.64), 
(1.65) are adjoint to each other. If the equation (1.65) has a solution / e ^0(B) then 
it is seen from (1.63) that the potential Wf considered on 
Rab - E 
is the classical solution of the first boundary value problem for the adjoint heat 
equation on the mentioned set with the boundary function g on B (and vanishing 
on d(Rab - E) n BRb). 
In the following section we shall investigate the equations (1.64), (1.65) together 
with the integral equations corresponding to the third boundary value problem for 
the heat equation on E with a little more general boundary condition then (1.66). 
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2. FREDHOLM RADIUS OF THE OPERATOR Wa 
Keep all the notations from the preceding sections. Throughout this section we 
shall always suppose that the conditions (1.22), (1.56) and (1.48) are fulfilled. For 
a e R1 let us define operators Ha, Wa acting on ^ 0 , # 0 , respectively, by 
(2.1) Ha = H + aI, Wa = W + aI , 
where I stands for the identity operator (on 0b'o and ̂ 0 , respectively). In what fol-
lows we shall consider the equations (1.64), (1.65) in the form 
(2.2) a(lff.-/)l>)--v, *Qw.-l)(f) = g 
(a #= 0) and in this connection it will be useful to investigate the operators Ha, Wa. 
It follows from (1.61) and the definition of Wa that forfe # 0 (orfe@0), [{, T] e B, 
(2.3) Waf(£9 T) = JVf(£, T) + / (£ , T) (a - P£(f, T)) . 
Among other it follows from (2.3), Proposition 1.9 and the assumption (1.56) that Wa 
is a bounded operator and that 
(2.4) ||Pfa|| = sup {i7c-
w/2g({, T) + |a - PE(L T)|; [& ?]e@o} • 
We shall evaluate the Fredholm radius of the operator Wa in this paragraph. For 
this purpose let us introduce the following notation. For r > 0, [£; T] 6 B let 
(2.5) Br(g,T) = . f i 0 -Q(« ,T;r ) , 
where JB0 = B n B0 = B n Rb (S is defined by (1.23)). Define an operator Zr on 
^0(B) (Zr can be considered also on J
1) by putting forfe %>0 (fe&), [£, T] e JB 
(2.6) Z r f ( f , T ) = f fdv,,t = 
JB,($,r) 
/• m 
f(x, 0 {N,G(x - {, t - T) - X Nj djG(x - £, * - T)} dJT^X, 0 
JBA$,T) J-1 
(for the definition of v̂  T see Proposition 1.9). 
2.1. Lemma. Given r > 0, define for 0 < 6 < r 
(2.7) qr(d) = sup {*em(% n [Q«?, T; r + 5) - Qfc T; r - 5)])} . 
Then there is a constant c such that for every fe 08(B) with | | / | | ^ 1, [f, T] , [{', T'] e 
G £ w7h 0 < |[{, T] - [{', T ' ] | < r rhe inequality 
(2.8) | z , / (« , T) - Z-tf', T')| g c[q,(|[f, T] - [<?', T'] | ) + |[{, T] - [?9 T']|] 
is valid. 
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Proof. It is easily seen that there is a constant cx e R
1 such that for any [x, *], 
[x', t'~\ e Rm+i with |[x, f]| ^ r, |[x', f']| ^ r the following two inequalities are valid: 
(2.9) - G(x, r) + X |d,.G(x, 0| S ct, 
1=1 
(2.10) |G(x, t) - G(x', t')\ + J |^G(x, t) - djG(x\ t')\ ^ Cl\\x, t] - [x', *']j . 
J = I 
Let [£, T], [£', T'] e B and denote 
Mj = B,(€. T) n Br(£, x') , M2 = Br(£, T) - fl,(«r, T') , 
M3 = flr(<T, T') - Br(i, T) . 
Then for fe@(B) we have 
(2.U) Zrf($, T) - Z r / ( | ' , T') = 
= I /dv4>t - /dv r > t . + j /dv., t - I /dv r > t . = 
J Mi J Mi J M 2 J MI 
= f f(x, 0 {Nt(G(x - {, r - T) - G(x - {', f - T')) -
J Mt 
- £N/3;G(x - £, t - T) - d7G(x - ? , t - T'))} d^m(x, 0 + 
1 = 1 
+ f f(x, 0 {NtG(x - {, r - T) - J N; (3,G(x - 5, r - T)} dJf M(X, 0 -
JM2 1=-
/• m 
- /(x, 0 {N,G(x - ? , t - T') - J] Nj 8jG(x - ? , t - T')} d.tfm(x, t) = 
JM3 >-I 
= II + I2 + I3 • 
Suppose now that ||/|| ^ 1. Then it follows from (2.10) that 
(2-12) l / i |_5c 1 j r i l l (5 i ) ) | [{ , t ] - [{ ' ,T ' ] | . 
Writing 
<5 = |[£.<|-[{'.<l|. 
let us suppose that S < r. Then 
M 2 u M 3 c [&(<.;, T; r + 5) - G(£, T; r - c5)] n £ 0 
and from (2.9) we get 
(2.13) |/2 | + |/3| ^ c^m(M2 u M3) ^ d qr(d) . 
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Now it suffices to put 
c = ^ m a x f l , Jfm(£0)} 
and the assertion follows from (2.11), (2A2) and (2.13). 
2.2. Corollary. Let r > 0 be such that 
(2.14) Xm(B0 n F(£, T; r)) = 0 
for each [£, T] e B. Then 
Zr : <?0(B) -> tf0(B) 
and Zr (as an operator on #0) is a compact operator. 
Proof. It suffices to take notice of the fact that (2.14) implies 
lim qr(5) = 0 . 
<5->0 + 
It follows then from Lemma 2A that the set 
{Zrf;feV0, If! £1} 
is a set of equicontinuous functions (on B and belonging to ^0(B)). It is also easy to 
see that functions from this set are bounded by a common constant. Consequently, 
Zr is a compact operator on ^0 . 
2.3. Notation. In what follows let coA stand for the reciprocal value of the Fredholm 
radius of an operator A, that is, if A : %0(B) -> %>0(B) is a linear operator then 
(2.15) coA = i n f | | A - Q\\, 
Q 
where the infimum is taken over all compact operators Q on %>0(B). In the sequel 
it will be important to know the value coWa for the above defined operators Wa. 
2.4. Lemma. For any a > 0, 
(2.16) wWa = lim ( sup {^n-^
2v% T) + |a - P£(£, T)|}) . 
r - 0 + [«?,t]eBo 
Proof. As J^m(B0) < oo (under the assumption (1.22)) there are at most countably 
many r > 0 with the property that there is a [£, T] 6 B such that 
tfm(B0 n r(& T; r)) * 0 . 
Thus there is a sequence {r j , rf > 0, rf -> 0 for i ~> +oo, such that for each i = 
= 1,2,... and any [£, T] G B, 
&m{K n F(£, T; r,)) = 0 . 
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[fl(f, T; r) - PJ c= [Q*(fc r) x (T, T + r)] , 
we have (in accordance with the definitions of Wa and Zr) 
(2.18) l l » i - Z r i | | = 
= sup J f |N,G(x - £, * - T) - i N, djG(x -Z,t- T)| d^rm(x, 0 
[̂ ,T]eB0 [J B0nn(i,T;ri) 1
=1 
• + |a - P£(£, T)|1 g sup {iTi-^
2 vr% T) + |a - P£(£, T)|} 
J [£,T]eB0 
(see also (1.31)). For 0 < r = r' we have 
v'(£, T) g sr'(z, T) 
and now it is seen that the assertion immediately follows from (2.18), (2.17). 
One can prove the following assertion in the same way as Lemma 3.4 from [11] 
2.5. Lemma. Let Q be a compact operator on ^0(B). Then for any e > 0 there 
are fi, ...,fne^0(B), \ix, ..., fine&'0 such that for the operator QE, 





The following assertion is an analogue of Lemma 3.5 from [ l l ] . 
2.6. Lemma. For any a > 0, 
(2.21) coWa = lim ( sup {±TT ""'Ftf, T) + |a - PE% T)|}) . 
r->0 + [tJ,T]€B0 
Proof. For r > 0, [£, : ] e 5 let us define 
(2-22) w^,T) = |v , > T | (^ ,T;r ) ) . 
Let r > 0 be such that for each [{, T] e B, 
3?m{B0 n r({, T; r)) = 0 . 
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For / e %0(B), [£, T] e B we have 
(2.23) (W. - Z,)f(t, T) = f / dv.,t + / ( { , T) (« - Ptf, T)) 
J BnD(Z,r;r) 
and for a fixed f(e %>0) the term in (2.23) is a continuous function of the variables 
[£, T] on B. Hence it is seen that 
(2.24) sup {(W. - Z,)f(S, T); fe <€0, \f\ <, 1} = w% x) + |oc - P&, x)\ 
and that the term on the right hand side of (2.24) is a lower semicontinuous function 
of the variables [£, T] on B. 
Now it can be proved in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 from [11] 
(by means of Lemma 2.5) that for every k > coW2 the inequality 
(2.25) lim ( sup {w% T) + |a - P£(£, T) |}) g k 
r-»0+ [$,T]6B0 
is valid. For rx = \r yjl we have 
a*{Z\rx) x (T, T + rx) c Q(g, T; r) 
which yields 
(2.26) i 7 r - m / 2 v r i ( ^ ,T )gw r ^ ,T) . 
According to (2.26) and (2.25) 
lim ( sup {in-m/2v% T) + |a - P£(£, T) |}) g k 
r -*0+ U , T ] 6 B 0 
and the assertion follows. 
The following assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6. 
2.7. Proposition. For any a > 0 the equality 
(2.27) coWu = lim ( sup {in~
m/2v% T) + ja - P£(£, T) |}) 
r -*0+ [£,T]eBo 
/s valid. 
3. OPERATORS L, A, V 
In connection with the third boundary value problem for the heat equation on E 
we shall introduce and study operators L, A, Vin this section. In the case of cylindrical 
sets in Rm+i these operators have been studied in [15]. The case of time moving 
boundary but with m -= 1 has been investigated in [5], II. 
Throughout this section let X e $0(B) be fixed. For this fixed X let us define opera-
tors L, A in the following way. 
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For iie@\B) denote 
9{fi) = \<pe 9b\ J \<p(x, t)\ UM(x, t) d\X\ (x, t) < ool 
(here U^ is the heat potential of the total variation \/i\ of /i). For a given iie$lf(B) 
let LM stand for the functional on 2(jx) defined by 
(3.1) <p, L;i> = J (p(x, r) l/M(x, 0 <U(x, *), ^ e 0(ji). 
Further, put 
(3.2) A„ = HM + L , , 
that is, for (p e ^(//), 
< > , ^ / i ) = <<P> H»> + <<P> L M > • 
By the introductory remarks (see (O.H)) ^^ can be regarded as a weak characteriza-
tion of the term 
m 
(3.3) {-Znj djUj tfm-x ®J?1+ NtUHJPm + l/,A 
1=i 
on B. Note that in the terms 
m 
(-ZnjdjUj^m-i®^! and N,U^m 
1=i 
in (3.3) we mean by djUM and UM on B the "boundary limits" of djU^ and UM from 
within E, while in the term U^k in (3.3) U^ means the actual values of UM on B. Our 
aim is to find some conditions under which the equation 
(3.4) A„ = v 
has a solution fie&'0 for any given v e ^ A f / ^ e J o i s a solution of (3.4) and if UM 
is in a sense continuous onE u B (that is, if the values of U^ on B are equal, in a sense, 
to the boundary limits of £/), from within £) then the heat potential UM on E can 
be considered a solution of the third boundary value problem for the heat equation 
on E with the boundary condition 
(3-5) ( - f nj djU^) tfm-x ®Jf?x + U^Nt^m + X) = v 
1=i 
(that is, 
( - £ nJ W d^m-iW dt + UjNt dJfm(x, t) + <H(x, 0] = dv(x, 0) 
I*1 
considered on B. 
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Let us take notice of the following simple fact we shall frequently need in the sequel. 
If \i, k e 88'(B) are not negative or such that 
I U^(x,t)d\k\(x,t) < oo ' B 
then it follows from the Fubini theorem that 
(3.6) f U^x, t) dk(x, t) = f U*X(Z, T) dlx(£, T) • 
J B J B 
First we shall find some conditions under which the functional A^ can be repre-
sented by a unique measure from $'0(B). If A^ can be represented by a unique measure 
from &'0(B) then, particularly, A^ has a unique linear extension from Q)([i) to 3fb. 
The proof of the following assertion is quite analogous to the proof of Proposition 
3.1 from [5] and we omit it. 
3.1. Proposition. The following two conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(i) For any / I G ^ J , there is a unique linear extension of A ̂  from ®(\i) to $)b. 
(ii) The potential U*A( is bounded on any compact set contained in B0 (B0 is defined 
by (0.7)). 
3.2. Lemma. There is a number y > 0 with the following property: For any 
T 0 < b there is a cpXQ e Q)b such that 0 g cpXQ ^ 1 in R
m + 1, cpXQ = 1 on B n RXQ and 
(3-7) |<c/>ro, ff,^>| < y 
for every [£, T] G B0. 
P roof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.2 from [5] but we 
present it here for completion. 
Let \j/l : R
1 -> R1 be an infinitely differentiable function with compact support 
such that 0 ^ ! ^ 1 on R1, spt \//1 c (— oo, b), ^ = 1 on <a, T0>, i/>i g 0 on 
(T0 , b). Let Q > sup {\x\; [x, t] e B} and let \j/2 : R
m -* JR1 be infinitely differentiable 
with compact support in Rm, such that 0 ^ ^ 2 ^ 1 on R
m, \djil/2\ ^ 1 (j = 1, 2 , . . . 
..., m) on Km, \l/2 = 1 on Q*(0\ Q). Define <pXQ by 
cpXQ(x, t) = v>i(0 ^2(x) , ([*, r ] e r
+ 1 ) . 
Then cpXQ e ®b, cpXQ = 1 on B n KTo, 0 g <pTo g 1 on i*
m+1. 
Given [£, T] e B0 then 
(3.8) |<<pTo, Hd^>| ^ f f Mt)£jdjG(x - L t - T)| | 3 ^ 2 ( X ) | dx dl + 
+ f f M*) ki(0| G(* - £, * - t) dx df = 7t + J2 . 
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Since l ^ I g 1 (j = 1,..., m), |^. | ^ 1 then (0.9) yields 
(3.9) l . g y V(* " «) • 
Put, for a while, Et = £ - Rt. Then 
I2 = JT N ' - *)]-
m/2 exp ( - l ^ ) U*) \U')\ d* d< • 
Denote TX = sup {f; ̂ -(f) 4= 0}. If T ^ TX then I2 = 0. Suppose that T < Tj. Then 
!2 = J'VUOI [Mt - T ) ] - ^ £ « P ( - | = - ^ ) dxj dr. 
Since 
f exp f- lX ~ ^ dx = [4JT(. - T)]m/2 
) R m V 4(f - T ) / 
and since ^ g 0 on <a, b> (and at the same time 0 g \j/1 g 1), we have 
(3.10) I 2 = f V i ( r ) | d r = l . 
By (3.8), (3.9) and (3A0) it suffices to put 
y = l + ^V(*-«). 
3.3. In what follows we shall denote 
m* = sup {U*M(x, t); [x, t] e B0} , 
VB = sup {v(x, t); [x, t] e B) . 
Using Lemma 3.2 one can prove the following assertion in the same way as Theorem 
3.4 from [5]. 
3.4. Theorem. Suppose that X (e^ 0 ) is non-negative. Then the following two con-
ditions are equivalent to each other: 
(i) For any iie&'0 there is a unique v^e f j representing A^ on @b, that is, 
(3.H) <<P,-V = j <pdv„,- <pe®b, 
(ii) VB + m* < oo . 
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Let us now define an operator V in the following way. F o r / e if (B), [x, t]e B put 
(3.12) Vf(x, t) = U%(x, t) = f f({, T) G*(X - «J, t - T) <U({, t) = 
= £ R /(€, T) P«(t - t)]-
m/2 exp ( - J j ^ ) <U(€. x) , 
provided the integrals in (3.12) exist (/A stands for the product of the function / 
and the measure X). 
Note that if m* < oo then for fe @(B) the function If is bounded on J5. If even 
U*|B is continuous on B then Vfe %>0(B) for a n y / e %>(B) and hence Vcan be regarded 
as an operator on <g(B) or on <g0(B) (that is, V: * -> <e or V: # 0 -> # 0) . 
3.5. Proposition. Suppose Ae&'0 is non-negative. Then the following two condi-
tions are equivalent to each other: 
(i) V/G *0(B) /o r each feV0(B). 
(ii) U*|Bo is continuous and bounded on B0. 
Proof of this assertion is quite analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.1 from [5] 
and we omit it. 
3.6. Remark. Suppose ke&'0\s such that the restriction UJ^ilBo *
s continuous and 
bounded on H0. Then U*+|Bo, U*-\Bo are continuous and bounded on B0, too (see 
Corollary 0.2). Since m* < oo, for any fie&'0 the functional LM can be represented 
by a unique measure from &'0. In this case we identify LM with this representing 
measure and L can be then regarded as an operator on @l0(B) (ft i—> L j . For \i e ^ 0 , 
f e%>0(B) the following equality follows from the Fubini theorem: 
(3.13) <Vf AI> = f / ( { , T) U„(£, T) dA(^, T) = <f L„> . 
This means that the operators L and V (on 0b0 and on # 0 , respectively; f*-+Vf, 
V'.WQ -+ ^0) are adjoint to each other. 
The following assertion can be proved in the same way as Proposition 4.3 in [5]; 
we omit the proof here. 
3.7. Proposition. Suppose ke@'0 is non-negative and such that U*\Bo is conti-
nuous and bounded on B0. Then the operator V is compact (operator on <€0) if and 
only if U*\B is continuous on B. 
The following auxiliary assertion is an analogue of Lemma 4.4 from [5]; we present 
its proof here for completion. 
3.8. Lemma. Let ke&'0(B) be non-negative and such that U*\B is continuous 
on B. Suppose in addition that for any t e .R1, k(dRt) = 0. For each d > 0, t e R
1 put 
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and define a function S. on B by 
St(x, t) = U*t>, t) ([x,t-]eB). 
Then for any <5 > 0, Sd is continuous on B and 
(3A4) lim (sup {Sd(x, t); [x, t] e B}) -= 0 . 
Ô-*O + 
Proof. Since we suppose A(dRt) = 0 for any teR
1 and since U* is finite on B, 
we have for each [x, t]e B 
Sd(x, t)-+0 
for 5 -> 0+ and this convergence is monotonous. B is compact and thus it suffices, 
according to the Dini theorem, to show that for any fixed d > 0 Sd is continuous on B. 
If[*,t],[x1,t1]eB,t1 ^ t, then 
(3.15) \Sd(x, t) - Sd(xl9 h)\ -= |U£>, 0 - UXtJxu 0 | = 
U; Jx, t) - £/*>., tt) - ľ G*(x. - í, íi - т) dl(ť, т) 
J Rti + б - R t + d 
(G*(xr — £, *x — T) -= 0 for T ^ f1? £ e R
m). U*|B is supposed to be continuous, 
so U*ts is continuous (t fixed). It means that for a given e > 0 there is a 5' > 0, 
d' < d, such that 
(3.16) | U £ > , 0 - U*t>x, 0 | < & 
for any [xl5 ( J e E n Q(x, t; 5'). S' can be chosen such that 
[4n(5 - «5')]-m/2 %Rt+a+i. - Rt+i) < ie 
(for A(a/?,+,) = 0). For [xt, t.] e/T"
+1, t^tl<t + 5', [£, T] e Rtl+i - Rt+S we 
have 
G*(x, - £,, t! - T) g [ 4 7 ^ - T)]"-"/2 g [47r(<5 - d')Yml2 . 
Hence 
(3.17) f G*(x1-^,t1-x)dX(i,t)^ 
J Rtl + 6~Rt + 6 
< [4n(8 - B')ym'2 k(Rtl+i - Rt+i) <. [4n(8 - d')Y""
2 X(Rt+i+i. - Rt+i) < & . 
From (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17) it follows that 
\Si(x, t) - Ss(xu (,)| < £ 
for [x„ r.] e B n i2(x, <; <5'), f. ^ f([*, *] fixed). 
Similarly in the case tx = t; let t - S < tt £ t. As G*(x - £, l - T) = 0 if 
T = t and G*(xt - <f, fi - T) = 0 if T = ^ (£ e R
m), we have 
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viJL*.t) = ul-.J*>*)> 
KJ*i> h) = ll*,...M(*i, ti) - f G*(*i - Z, ti - T) dA(£, T) 
and hence 
(3.18) |S„(x, t) - Ss{xu . , ) | g 
= |U?,.„„(x, 0 - t!?,...„(*i. <i)| + f G*(*i ~ «• 'i - *) dAtf, i ) . 
U*t_6 2JB is continuous on B (t fixed) and the last integral in (3.18) can be estimated 
in a way similar to the preceding one. Consequently, S3 is continuous on B. 
4. THE EQUATION AM = v 
4.1. Henceforth we shall suppose that the condition (1.22) is fulfilled for some a' 
with (1.19). Note once more that then 
Jfm(6) < oo 
(Bis defined by (1.23)). 
Further, we shall suppose henceforth that the conditions (1.48) and (1.50) are 
fulfilled, that the restriction U^B is continuous on B (Xe0t'o fixed) and that 
|A| (dRt) = 0 for each teR
1. Then A^E^'Q for any jueSt'0 by Theorem 3.4 (write 
AM = vM — see (3.11)) and A is an operator acting on 0t'o (A : \i h-> A^ A :3t'0 -+ 3i'0). 
For a n y / e ^ 0 we have Vfe ^0 (see Remark 3.6). Note that (1.62) and (3.13) imply 
that for / e V0(B), n e &0(B), 
(4.1) </ ,A ,> = <W/,^> + <L/ , M >, 
that is, the operators A and (W + V) are adjoint to each other. 
We shall investigate the following two equations which are adjoint to each other: 
Ap = v 
(v e 3t'0 is given, \i e @'0 unknown), 
(W+V)f=g 
(g G # 0 is given, / e ^ 0 unknown). 
4.2. Lemma. Suppose that the assumptions from 4.1 concerning E and I are 
fulfilled and suppose that there is an a > 0 such that 
(4.2) - lim ( sup {**-""2 v% T) + |a - /*£(£, T) |}) < 1 . 
a r--»0+ [$,T]eB0 
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Then the equation 
(W+ V)/=0 
has in %>0 only the trivial solution. 
Proof. For r > 0, T e R1 let us denote 
and define a function Sr on J? by 
Sr(£,T) = U£r(£,T), g t ] e B ) . 
According to the assumption (4.2) and to Lemma 3.8 there is an r0 > 0 such that 
(4.3) y = - sup {in-"1'2 vro(£, t) + |« - P ^ , t) + Sro(£, T)} < 1 . 
We can write W in the form 
(4.4) W=<x(-Wx-l\, 
where I is the identity operator, Wx = W + al, that is, for / e <tf 0, [<!;, T] e B, 
(4.5) WJ(Z, T) = ny(«J, T) + /(£, T) (a - PE((, T)) . 
Suppose there is a n / e ^0(B) not vanishing identically and such that 
(W+ V)/=0. 
Put 
/J = sup{T;[{,T]6.B,/({,T)*-0}. 
Let us take notice first of the fact that /(£, T) = 0 for any [£, T] e B with T = /?. 
If ft = b then there is nothing to prove since/6 #0. Suppose P < b and let [£, T] G B, 
T = j?. Then /(x, f) = 0 whenever [x, t]eB9 t > ft and thus Wf(£, T) = 0 as well 
as Vf(£, T) = 0. Hence 
° = [" (a K " J) + K l / (^' T) = a (a (a ~ P^9 T))/(^ T) " /(^'T)) ' 
However, according to the assumption (4.2) 
- (a - PE(£, T)) < 1 
a 
and we find that/({, T) = 0, indeed. 
It is easy to see that there is a k < oo such that for t e R1, x e Rm, |x| > r 
G(x, t) + £ \SjG(x9 t)\gk. 
- j=x 
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Since _?f m(B) < co there is a S > 0, S _g r0 such that 
- k^w(i1 n (tf, - IV,)) + y < 1 
a 
(where y is defined by (4.3)). B is compact, / is continuous on B and hence there is 
a [(.o, T0] G B n (I^ - _?,_*) such that 
|/(<_o, *o)| = sup {\f({, T)[; [£, T] e 2?, T ̂  ft - <5} . 
According to the definition of)? we see that \f(£0, *"o)| > 0 and by the above, T0 < /?. 
Let us denote 
Mt = Bn(Rp- IV,) n [__*(£0; r0) x tf
1] , 
M2 = [ 5 n (R, - I?,.,)] - [Q*({0; r0) x i*
1] . 
For [£, T] e Mx u M2 we have |/(<_, T)| g |/(<_o> *o)| which yields 
\WJ((0, T0) + V/(^0,T0)|__ 
I /* m 
/ (x , 0 (iVrG(x - U t - T0) - }_iVy 6jG(x - f a t - T 0 )} dJf_(*, 0 
J Bo ; = i 
+ |/({0 , T0)| |« " PE(Zo, T0)| + fll/IMldo, T0) = 
1 ./* m 
f(x, t) {NtG(x - i0, t - T0) - }_ Nj 8jG(x - £0, f - T0)} _Jf_(x, f) 
J_ i ^= 1 
+ |/(&>. To)| |« - PE(U T0)| + | / ( lo , T0)| Sro(^0, T0) + 
/ (x , I) {iV,G(x - Z 0 , t - T0) - __ AT, 5,G(x - &, * - to)} d.^m(x, t) 
J M 2 J"i 
< \f(U T0)| [i^-
m/2erO(^0, T0) + |« - i»_({o. T0)| + 
+ Sro({0, T0) + k*j6 n (R, - _!,_,))] < 
= «|/(«o, T0)| (y + -a kjem(6 n ( „ , - £,_,))) < «|/(e0, T0)| . 
However, this is a contradiction since, by the assumption, 
0 = (W + V)f(U, T0) = WJ(to, T0) + 1/(^0, To) - «/({«. T0) • ' 
4.3. Theorem. Suppose that the assumptions from 4.1 concerning E and X are 
fulfilled and suppose that there is an a > 0 such that 
- lim ( sup {\n'ml2v% T) + la - ££(£, T)|}) < 1. 
a r-.0+ K,t]eB0 
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+ 
Then for any v e&0(B) the equation 
(4.6) A^ = v 
has in 880(B} a unique solution /i, and for any g e ^o(B) the equation 
(4.7) (W+V)f=g 
has in ^0(B) a unique solution f. 
Proof. Proposition 2.7 asserts that 
coWa = lim ( sup {in~
m/2v% T) + |a - P£(c;, T)|}) , 
r-»0+ [$,T]eB0 
where coW^ stands for the reciprocal value of the Fredholm radius of Wa. Under the 
assumptions of the theorem Vis compact (see Proposition 3.7) and thus 
co(Wa + V) -= coWa . 
Writing the equation (4.7) in the form 
«fyw. + V) - ilf = g 
and taking into account that co[l/a (Wa + V)] < 1 by the assumption and that the 
subspace 
{fe%(B); (PV+ V)f=0} 
is trivial according to Lemma 4.2, we conclude by the Riesz-Schauder theory (see 
[19]) that the equation (4.7) has a unique solution for any g e #0. As the operators A, 
(W + V) are adjoint to each other, it follows from the Riesz-Schauder theory that 
the equation (4.6) has a unique solution for any v e @'0 as well. 
Taking X to be the zero measure we obtain the following immediate consequence 
of Theorem 4.3. 
4.4. Theorem. Suppose that the conditions (1.22), (1.48), (1.50) are fulfilled 
and let 
- lim( sup {in~m/2v%i) + |<x - ^ , T ) | } ) < 1 
a r-*0+ [$,T]6130 
for some a > 0. Then for any ve@0 the equation 
(4.8) i/„ = v 
has in &'0 a unique solution fi and for any g e # 0 the equation 
(4.9) Wf = g 
has in # 0 a unique solution f. 
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4.5. Remark. Given v G ^ 0 , suppose that the conditions of Theorem 4.3 are ful-
filled and let \x e $'0 be the solution of the equation (4.6). If the heat potential U^ is, 
in a sense, continuous on E u B (it suffices, for instance, if 
lim Ufa T) = Ufa t) 
[£,T]-[*,f] 
[<5,t]eE 
for almost all [x, t]e B with respect to X — compare introductory remarks of Section 
3) then U\ is an integral expression of the solution of the third boundary value 
problem for the heat equation on E with a boundary condition of the form (3.5) 
prescribed on B. 
If the conditions of Theorem 4.4 are fulfilled and if fe %>0 is the solution of the 
equation (4.9) for a given g e ^ 0 , then the (generalized double-layer adjoint heat) 
potential Wf is an integral expression of the solution of the first boundary value 
problem for the adjoint heat equation on Rab — E with the boundary condition g 
prescribed on B (and vanishing on d(Rab — E) n 8Rb). 
4.6. Remark. Consider the case that E is of the form 
(4.10) E = D x (a, b), 
where D c Rm is an open set with compact boundary C =f= 0. Then 
B = C x <«, b} . 
In [11] J. Krai has stated conditions under which the equations (4.8), (4.9) are solvable 
provided E is of the form (4.10), in terms of the so-called cyclic variation of D. 
Recall here the definition of the cyclic variation o f . 9 c Rm. For { e Rm, 0* e F* let 
T = tf + QO*; Q>O}. 
An x e L\* is called a hit of L\* on D if for any r > 0, 
^X(L\* n Q*(x; r) n D) > 0 , ^ ( ( L f n G*(x; r)) - D) > 0 . 
If n^(0*; r) is the number of all hits of L\* on D belonging to Q*(€l r) then we define 
For ?/ > 0, 0* G F*, o > 0, [£, T] G Rm+1, T ^ a we have 
f"£ + e0*, T + ^ - I G E 
if and only if 
í + ßØ* є D, т + —є(a,b) 
4ř? 
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Hence [x, t] e Hf *t(i/) with * * b is a hit of H|*t(̂ ) on £ if and only if t < b (that is, 
Q < 2 >/[*?(& - T)]) and x is a hit of Lj* on D. It follows that 
/^t(0*, q; oo) = nlO+\ 2 ̂ (b - T)]) . 
We see further that for [£, T] G Rm+1, x < b, 0* e F*, r\ > 0, Q > 0, 0 < r < oo, 
P + ^ T + ^ 1 e [fi*(£; r) x (T, T + r)] n Rt 
if and only if 
Q < min {r, 2 J[r\ min {r, 6 - T}]} = r(x, rj) 
and thus 
n^x(0*, r,; r) = n̂ (0*; T(T, iy)) . 
Consequently, 
(4.11) v% T) = Te" V 7 2 " 1 [ n^O*; r(x, r\)) d^m^(d*) = 
Thus we see that the adjoint parabolic variation is, provided E is cylindrical, equal 
to the term used by J. Krai in [11] (see Proposition 1.8 from [11]). 
Further, it is seen that for [£, T] G Rm+1, a = x < b, 0* e F*, r\ > 0 there is a 5 > 0 
such that 
' JTX (Kt + u9*, x + — 1 ; u e(0,d)\ ' - E \ = 0 
if and only if there is a <5 > 0 with 
(4.12) jrx({Z + i/0*; i/ G (0, <5)} - D) = 0 ; 
the term in (4.12) is independent of rj > 0. Let L^ stand for the set of all 0* e F* for 
which there is a d > 0 such that (4.12) is valid. Supposing v%(£) < oo, then for almost 
all (0*, r\) e F* x (0, oo) (with respect to c2fm_ ± ® JTt), s(0*, //, 0) = - 1 if and only 
if 0* G Lp If t>£(£) < oo then moreover (see [8], Lemma 2.7) 
Xm-x(LJ = AdAt)9 
where 
(4.13) A = JTm^(n) 
and dD^) is the m-dimensional density of D at §. Now we have (supposing still 
T6<fl,fc)) 
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(4.14) P&, t) = i*-m<2 f djr»-,(e*) f V V " 2 - l djj = d^). 
Let us show that if for K <= C, K * 0, 
V0(X) = lira (sup {pj,^); £ e X}) , 
r~>0 + 
then 
(4.15) lim (sup {in-m/2v% T); [{, T] eB0,Se K}) = - ^ . 
r-0+ A 
We proceed similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 in [11]. 
For [£, T J , [£, T 2 ] e 5 C 5 TX g T2, clearly 
sr(£> * i ) = »"(£> ^2); 
hence 
sup &n-m/2v% T); [{, T] G B0, £ G K} = sup { i * - "
2 ^ , a); { G K} -
l f r > 0 , r < b — a then for any ^ > 0, 
r(a9 n) = min {r, 2 V0/
r)} • 
If r/ < r/4 then r(a, f]) = 2 y/(r]n) and if >l > r/4 then r(a, r/) = r. Thus we obtain 
vr(Z, a) = f vD^
r\£) e" ty"'2'1 drj + P %({) e" V / 2 _ 1 di j . 
Jo J r/4 
As t£V0|r)(<!;) = i£(<J) for 1/ < r/4, we have 
in~m/2v% a) = ln-




i ^ - " " 2 ^ , a) = - tfD(Z) - i * - "
2 vrD(£) e" V
7 2 " 1 drj, 
-4 Jo 
hence 
sup {ln-m/2v% a); ieK}^ 
= sup {vD(£); £ GK} Q - iTT"^
2 T e" V 7 2 " 1 diA 
and (4.15) follows. 
Now, by means of (4.14), (4.15) one can, provided E is cylindrical, express the 
condition under which the equations (4.8), (4.9) are solvable in terms of the cyclic 
variation of D and the m-dimensional density of £). We see that these conditions are 
the same as in [11] (compare [11], Theorem 3.10, Theorem 3.9). 
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